What is PinPoint?
To PinPoint Travel Calendar™ is a web-based
application that keeps track of where your
mobile employees are now,where they have
been and where they are going in the future.
Why is this important? Because companies
can easily miss key tax, immigration or legal
milestones when employees are working in
a different location. PinPoint solves this
problem with alerts and reports that warn
you when a compliance threshold is near.

PinPoint keeps
you compliant

PinPoint advantages:
PinPoint provides a robust administrative interface
that allows administrators the ability to easily track
thresholds for tax and immigration purposes, review
employee locations and run reports. Some of the
administrative features include:

Ability to view employees calendars
Track time spent in different countries

Designed to help companies stay in compliance for tax,
immigration and legal purposes, the PinPoint Travel

View analytics to identify at risk employees

Calendar makes it easy for both employers and for
busy mobile employees. What makes PinPoint easy?
Employees can use the simple mobile interface with
geo-location to make “check-ins” fast. Employers can
“set and forget” because the system will automatically
send alerts when something happens that requires
their attention. Easy to use and powerful as well!

Build your own reports
Create custom screens and fields
Get automatic alerts for key events

Load travel data
from other systems

Single sign-on for
AssignmentPro users
Employees that use AssignmentPro
can link to PinPoint without logging
in separately.

Travel data can be bulk loaded into
PinPoint for analysis from a variety
of travel company data formats.

Employee tools

Employees can easily “check in”
while traveling using either their mobile
devices or a computer. PinPoint uses
geo-location to keep the process
very simple and remembers common
locations for the employee.

PinPoint your company’s risk
PinPoint provides a robust administrative interface that allows employers the ability to easily track thresholds for tax and
immigration purposes, review employee locations and run reports. Some of the administrative features include:

Interactive maps
to highlight risk by
country or US state

Drill-down capability
from maps – right to
an employee calendar

Load your employees
from a spreadsheet

Bulk load your
company travel data
for analysis

Use custom fields to
track project teams

Run and
save reports

Get automatic alerts
for key events

ABOUT EQUUS
More than 200 global organizations rely on cloud-based technology from Equus
to support their talent mobility programs. Equus technology allows program
managers to focus on adding value to their business by automating mundane,
transactional work. Equus’ clients are the happiest in the industry because of a
track record of successful delivery, continuous innovation and a staff with deep
experience in corporate mobility.
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